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Density FunctionalTheory (DFT) is an extended ab initio method used for calculating the electronic properties
of molecules. Considering Hartree Fock methods, the DFT offers appropriate approximations regarding the
time calculations. Recently, the DFT method has been used for discovering and analyzing protein interactions
by means of calculating the free energies of these macro-molecules from short to large scales. However,
calculating the ground-state energy by DFT for many-body systems of molecules as proteins, in a reasonable
time with enough accuracy, is still a very challenging and intensive task for the CPU’s resources.
On the other hand, Geant4 is a toolkit for simulating the effects of energy through matter and the nature of
materials with a wide range of specialized methods that include DNA and protein exploration. Unfortunately,
the execution time to obtain an effective protein analysis is still a strong restriction for CPU processors. In
this sense, the GeantV project searches to exploit the vectorization of CPUs, designed to tackle the problem
of intensive charge of calculus at the cores of CPUs. In this work, we present the preliminary results of the
partial implementation of the DFT in the Geant4 framework and the vectorized GeantV project. We show the
advantages and the partial methods used for vectorizing several sub-routines in the calculus of ground-state
energy for some amino acids and some molecules.

Significance
The novelty of this project consists of the addition of the DFT method to
the workflow implemented in Geant4 with an extended analysis dedicated to
proteins. Besides, with the incorporation of new strategies to vectorize several
applications on modern CPU proposed by the GeantV project in HEP, we aim
to include these advances to reduce the execution time of complex processes as
the DFT calculations, following the philosophy of modern parallelism.

Finally, We would like to innovate with this work, expanding the aims and
scopes of the GeantV project over the calculation of molecular structures at
CPU with enough speedup and efficiency, contributing with part of libraries for
fast simulation techniques. Therefore, we hope the final results will provide a
straightforward approach to methods in software for parallelization.
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